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Diamorphine hydrochloride (Pharmaceutical heroin) is licensed in the United Kingdom in Accident and Emergency department for breakthrough pain management. Intranasal diamorphine (IND) might represent an acceptable alternative for the pediatric population offering a less traumatic, effective, and expedient treatment. However, the current weight-based dose regimen of pediatrics IND is historical and empirical, relying on clinical expertise and the developmental Pharmacokinetics (PK) properties are poorly understood in children. This study aimed to (i). develop a population PK (pop-PK) model in adults following a single small dose of IND and (ii). extrapolate the model to the pediatric population with allometry (size) and maturation function (age), with the goal (iii). to devise a pediatric dosing regimen that yields a comparable morphine exposure to adults.

The pop-PK analysis of plasma concentrations of diamorphine, 6-monoacetylmorphine, and morphine was conducted utilizing the software package Monolix (v2021R1). The development PK data was collected from two open-access reports of “snorted heroin” published by the National Institute on Drug Abuse (Baltimore). Using nonlinear mixed-effect modeling, an integrated four-compartment pop-PK model with linear absorption and elimination provided an appropriate fit. The estimated IND relative bioavailability was ~ 52% with an indistinguishable first-order absorption rate constant compared to intramuscularly injected diamorphine. The external evaluations confirmed that the model is useful to extrapolate outside the development
dataset scope incorporating the covariates of weight and age, which attains an acceptable average fold error for morphine $C_{\text{max}}$ (0.95) as well as for $\text{AUC}_{0-t}$ (0.80). More importantly, the predicted morphine concentration-time profiles were basically in agreement with the observed PK data in children after a single dose of IND (0.1 mg/kg). The model-based simulation showed that children cannot achieve a similar morphine exposure compared to adults using the current dosing regimen. Thus, we proposed a dosing scheme that uses optimal doses for different age groups based on PK examination, which recommended that infants less than 6 months should start with a low dosage of IND (0.085 mg/kg) while others require a higher initial dose (0.12-0.125 mg/kg). This PK-guided dosing equivalence using similar exposure at different ages could become a reasonable starting point for the clinical usage of nasal diamorphine spray, before individualized adjustments with the varying pain experience.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Diamorphine Medical Usage: Pediatric Breakthrough Pain

Diamorphine hydrochloride (DIAM, pharmaceutical heroin) has been medically used in many Europe countries for refractory heroin dependents who have not responded to the standard maintenance treatment, albeit prohibited in the United States (USA). [1] Interestingly, DIAM is also prescribed in the United Kingdom (UK), as a strong opioid and the prodrug of morphine, for breakthrough pain management in the setting of Accident and Emergency (A&E) as well as palliative care.[2-4] Breakthrough pain is described as severe pain that occurs with episodes of sudden onset despite the regular background opioid treatment given. It raises great challenges because of the few suitable potent, well-tolerated, and fast-acting agents available to manage this pain exacerbation in life-limiting conditions. [2,3] Oral morphine (MOR) is a usual first-line treatment for children, yet it often takes more than 30 min to achieve the target concentration and to produce an analgesic effect. [5] Although injections (intravenous, subcutaneous, and intramuscular) allow faster onset, supervised needle usage inevitably delays pain relief because of the poor acceptability for children and the stress to parents and clinical practitioners. A needle-free, fast-acting pain medicine is needed.

Diamorphine is a semisynthetic diacetylated derivative of morphine, and its many advantageous properties render it a desirable analgesic agent via transmucosal administration (sublingual, intranasal, or buccal). It is considered as a morphine prodrug with approximately twice the potency as morphine salt. [6] The needle-free and parenteral transmucosal delivery results in rapid systemic absorption across richly vascularized mucosa avoiding first-pass metabolism. The
lipophilicity of DIAM enables its quick distribution and passage through the blood-brain barrier once it enters the systemic circulation. Furthermore, the rapid metabolism of DIAM to the active intermediate metabolite, 6-monoacetylmorphine (MAM) is responsible for the early analgesia onset (maximum effect within 10 min), and sequentially to morphine, exerting a potent and lasting pharmacological effect (maximum effect within 1 h). The esterase, abundantly distributed in blood and various organs including the brain and liver (Figure 1), sequentially produces both metabolites, which bind to the opioid 
mu receptors with different affinity and potency. Morphine is in turn eliminated by Phase II metabolism, glucuronidation, and subsequent excretion in the urine in the form of morphine-3-glucuronide (M3G) and morphine-6-glucuronide (M6G).

![Figure 1. Hydrolytic pathway of heroin in humans executed by various esterases. hCE – human carboxylesterase; BChE – butyrylcholinesterase; AChE – acetylcholinesterase.](image)

1.2 Diamorphine Nasal Spray

Specifically, the “snorted” intranasal diamorphine (IND) has been identified as an acceptable alternative offering less traumatic, effective, and expedient analgesia for the pediatric population. Diamorphine hydrochloride nasal spray (IND product, Ayendi®) has been licensed for moderate and severe pain in children and adolescents 2-15 years of age. Previous research had
demonstrated its satisfactory safety profiles and it is as effective as intramuscular diamorphine (IMD) for acute pain in the A&E department. [11-13] However, there is still a paucity of research evidence and clinical guidelines for IND dosing in children. Pediatric clinical studies are challenging to conduct owing to ethical and logistical constraints. Current dosage selection of pediatrics IND is historical and empirical, which is guided by clinical acumen and previous observational studies, rather than the examination of pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD), two important aspects of a drug.

The latest British systematic review paper sought, screened, and summarized 19 clinical studies regarding Diamorphine pharmacokinetics, of which only 1 was conducted in children and 2 in neonates.[14] A few studies quantified PK data of diamorphine and metabolite concentration, while most only reported morphine exposure within a variable duration using the area under the plasma concentration-time curve (AUC). The time course of intranasal diamorphine concentration and sequential effects by its active metabolites in children are poorly depicted, despite its extensive use in acute and palliative care settings. The reported PK parameters of DIAM had also been retrieved including AUC, clearance (CL), maximum concentration (C_max), the time to C_max (T_max), the volume of distribution (V_d), and drug half-life (t_1/2). However, it remains uncertain for children dosing with IND because of the different routes adopted, the incomplete parameter estimates (PE) like the bioavailability (F%) of IND, the lack of age-and-weight standardization, and the usage of non-compartmental analysis (NCA). The empiric NCA method, originally designed to define individual PK profiles, ignores inter-individual variability and potential covariates influence. The developmental changes in pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD) with age add more variability to influence dosage selection in children. [15]
1.3 Population Pharmacokinetics

Population pharmacokinetics (pop-PK) modeling can incorporate covariate information (e.g., demographics information, pharmacogenomics, and concomitant medication) into complicated mathematical and compartmental analysis to explain sources of the PK variability within a population. Understanding PK variability is crucial to ensure safety and efficacy for a particular patient group. It can inform the selection of rational dosage for a given population and enable precision medicine. Moreover, we also can apply pop-PK to investigate model-based bioequivalence and the exposure-response relationship when combined with PD modeling. PK/PD modeling and simulation (PK/PD-MS) has been applied throughout various stages of drug development [16]. The notable examples of simulation techniques include facilitating dose selection for pediatric patients by leveraging data acquired from adults [17], determining starting doses for first-in-human studies based on preclinical and nonclinical data [18] [19], selecting doses for Phase 2 trials on the basis of Phase 1 results [20], modifying doses for Phase 3 trials based on Phase 2 outcomes [21], and serving as a regulatory tool in the drug approval processes [22].

Furthermore, PKPD-MS has proven validity for dosage optimization and clinical translation of drug disposition and effects in pediatric analgesia and anesthesia, [23-25] utilizing allometric scaling theory and maturation model.[26,27] In the case of diamorphine, concentration-time profiles were simulated by Morse et.al to identify reasonable dosages for different age groups of children. But the parameter values fixed in their models were integrated from multiple pop-PK studies without a data fitting process as well as the inclusion of inter-individual variability, and some key information was assumed based on the NCA findings, such as the F% of IND absorption, which was presumed to be 50%.[23] Till now, there is only one pop-PK model has been reported for diamorphine after intravenous and inhalation administrations in heroin-assisted therapy clinical
trials for opioid use disorder, another medical indication of diamorphine. [28] More importantly, the missing step of body-weight standardization precluded the potential to perform model simulation using allometric scaling algorithms.

1.4 Objectives

Again, PK/PD properties of intranasal diamorphine for breakthrough pain relief need further evaluation, and the dosage for the pediatric population remains disputable due to the limited clinical guidelines. Interestingly, some articles years ago provided open-access PK and PD data in numeric format from adults receiving diamorphine through multiple administration routes. [29-31]

Herein, we used the published plasma concentration data of diamorphine and its metabolites obtained in adults to develop a pop-PK model. Covariates modeling was conducted to assess the influential variability factors. Subsequently, the established adult model was extrapolated to the pediatric population using the allometric scaling function with body weight and the maturation function with postmenstrual age (PMA). External validation was also performed to evaluate this model extrapolation. Finally, the simulation-based methodology was leveraged to evaluate the effectiveness of given clinical equianalgesic doses (0.1 mg/kg) and devise a dosing strategy of intranasal DIAM for children of different age groups to target a comparable morphine exposure.
2.0 Methods

2.1 Data Preparation

A Pubmed search was conducted for articles from 1980 till 2022 August to find clinical pharmacokinetics studies concerning diamorphine and its active metabolites (MAM and MOR). The dosage strategy adopted should be close to the medical usage of diamorphine for the indication of breakthrough pain [8]. Consequently, 4 published PK datasets were prepared for this Pharmacometrics analysis, and the data characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

The model development datasets were collected and extracted from two clinical PK studies presented by the National Institute on Drug Abuse (Baltimore) that shared the same dosing regimen, study medication, analysis method, and blood sampling time. Both of these studies analyzed the PK after a single dose of intranasal diamorphine (IND, 6mg and 12mg) in comparison with intramuscular diamorphine (IMD, 6mg) in male heroin users, using a double-blind, double-dummy crossover design with a 1-week washout period between three successive administration treatments. In addition, Girardin et. al. recruited 8 heroin-addict patients to assess intramuscular diamorphine with 3 doses (<200-250 mg) [32], whilst Kidd, et. al. employed 12 children aged from 4-13 years to evaluate a single dose of intranasal diamorphine (0.1 mg/kg) [33]. They are both outside the development data scope and used for external verification.
Table 1. Published clinical PK dataset of diamorphine used in our study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Cone et al. [31]</th>
<th>Skopp et al. [29]</th>
<th>Girardin et al. [32]</th>
<th>Kidd et al. [33]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Num. of Subjects</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Site</td>
<td>IM</td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>IM</td>
<td>IM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject Category</td>
<td>I.</td>
<td>I.</td>
<td>I.</td>
<td>II.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage</td>
<td>6-12 mg</td>
<td>12 mg</td>
<td>6 mg</td>
<td>6-12 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Medication</td>
<td>Diamorphine</td>
<td>Hydrochloride</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioanalysis Method</td>
<td>GC-MS for plasma DIAM, MAM, and MOR</td>
<td>LC/MS for plasma morphine</td>
<td>RIA for plasma morphine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Institute</td>
<td>Addiction Research Center, NIDA/NIH, Baltimore, US</td>
<td>University Hospital, Zürich, Switzerland</td>
<td>University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset Usage</td>
<td>Model Development</td>
<td>Model External Evaluation (adult)</td>
<td>Model External Evaluation (children)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Format</td>
<td>Numeric individual concentration-time profiles</td>
<td>Graphic mean concentration-time profiles &amp; numeric PK parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject categories include I. regular heroin users following 3 days of abstinence; II. opioid-dependents in heroin-assisted treatment; III. children in acute severe pain treatment. Bioanalysis methods include radioimmunoassay (RIA), gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS), and liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC/MS). NIDH/NIH, National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), and National Institutes of Health (NIH).

The PK data used in this study includes the plasma concentration for diamorphine, 6-monoacetylmorphine, and morphine. During data preparation, the plasma concentration unit was converted from ng/mL to nM (nmol/L) for the parent-metabolite PK model to take into account different molecular weights (369.4, 327.4, and 285.34 g/mol, respectively), due to the sequential deacetylation of two ester bonds (molar ratio of 1.29).

2.2 Software

In this study, we used MonolixSuite version 2021R2 (Lixoft, Antony, France) to develop the pop-PK model of diamorphine administered via intramuscular (IM) and intranasal (IN) routes. Monolix (v2021 R2) is an innovative and user-friendly platform to conduct non-linear mixed effect
(NLME) analysis, which incorporates the efficient estimation algorithm of stochastic approximation expectation-maximization (SAEM), various diagnostic tools, and automatic model-building techniques. [34] The final Pop-PK model was exported to Simulx (v2021R1) to simulate morphine concentration-time profiles with three goals: (a). to perform external verifications, (b). to evaluate current weight-based dosage regimens of IND on varying age groups, (c). to devise an optimal pediatric dosage.

2.3 Pharmacokinetics Analysis

2.3.1 Structure Model

Structural models were designed using a user-defined ordinary differential equation (ODE) written in Mlxtran language (codes provided in Appendix A). The seed was set as 12345 for each NLME run. Since the initial estimates (IE) choosing is important and can accelerate the estimation convergence process [35], we combined literature information of the previous pop-PK model and NCA method via “AutoInit” techniques offered by Monolix [34] to establish IE values of fixed effects. Specifically, the reported estimates of central volumes for DIAM and MOR were input as prior information using Bayesian estimation, while other inaccessible parameters were estimated using Maximum likelihood estimation initialized with NCA calculated values. (Table S1, Appendix B)

Due to the sparse sampling for diamorphine and 6-MAM, all PK data of three compounds were used together to develop the sequential pop-PK model directly using a simultaneous approach. Since diamorphine and its intermediate metabolites (MAM) are negligible to detect in
urine [36], we did not take into account renal elimination believing they are fully converted into morphine, which is consistent with the model assumption proposed by Rook. et, al. [28] All metabolic conversion is unidirectional in our model following the first-order kinetics parameterized with two metabolic transfer constant rates ($K_{12}, K_{23}$), as shown in Figure 2.

To begin with, we separately modeled IMD data as the reference group (bioavailability, $F\%$ is regarded as 100% in this study) disposition. In this explorative structure modeling process, the standard one- and two-compartment models combined with the first-order absorption model were tested to determine the best structural model for drug disposition. Due to the non-unidentifiability of the metabolite compartments, a common choice in previous studies is to set all central volumes for metabolites equal to the volume of distribution for parent drugs, such as ketamine [37,38]. However, this might cause biased estimation for metabolite clearances and peripheral compartment volumes. Since morphine is currently available for human use, we also tested the introduction of the morphine central volumes of morphine in the model.

The final structural model of the IMD group was then applied to the whole dataset and initialized all estimates for fixed effects (population parameters) using the Bayesian approach. Following the inclusion of IND data, several models were assessed to describe the intranasal absorption kinetics, such as simple zero- and first-order kinetics with/without lag time and complicated transit models. The model-guided bioavailability of “snorted” diamorphine (IND) compared to the reference IMD group was thus obtained (bioequivalence). Specifically, it was initialized with a reported 50% as prior information using Bayesian estimation. At this stage, the metabolic transfer, distribution, and elimination of DIAM were expected to be similar, once absorbed, regardless of the varying administration routes. Therefore, the PK disposition parameters were estimated simultaneously by pooling IMD and IND plasma concentration data.
together, disregarding the differences in absorption and bioavailability, to take maximum advantage of the existing data.

### 2.3.2 Statistical Model

Once the structural model was finalized, the statistical modeling was subsequently performed to investigate individual model parameter distributions with their covariates as well as correlations and optimize the error model for observed concentration. For random effects, all parameters were modeled with log-normal distribution to control all individual values to stay positive, except for IND bioavailability ($F\%$, $F$-factor), which was modeled using logit-normal distribution to control the value within the range of 0-1. The SAEM estimation was parameterized with 2000 maximum iterations and the default large initial value of population random effect ($\text{OMEGA} = 1$) was applied for all parameters. The estimation precision is determined by Fisher Information Matrix calculated via the Stochastic approximation to obtain more reliable estimated standard errors as well as relative standard errors ($\%\text{RSE}$).

The available patient demographics information constitutes two continuous covariates (COVs): body weight (WT) and age. The dosage amount and route of administration, as two categorical covariates (CATs), were investigated for their potential impacts on diamorphine absorption and disposition (Table 2). Of note, to achieve the final objective of model extrapolation from adults to children, population parameters for this sequential pop-PK model for diamorphine, 6-monoacetylmorphine, and morphine developed in adults were scaled using the allometric function (body weight) and maturation function (age).

In Equation 1, the influence of body weight on all PK parameters was fixed via empirical allometric scaling function, standardized to 70 kg, with the intercompartmental clearances (CL)
scaled to the exponent of 0.75, intercompartment rate constant ($K$) to -0.25 and volumes ($V$) to 1.

\[ C_L_i = C_{L_{pop}} \left( \frac{WT}{70} \right)^{0.75} e^{\eta_i} \]

\[ K_i = K_{pop} \left( \frac{WT}{70} \right)^{-0.25} e^{\eta_k} \]

\[ V_i = V_{pop} \left( \frac{WT}{70} \right) e^{\eta_v} \]

(Eq. 1)

The morphine clearance from central compartment was combined with a sigmoid maturation model which was developed to predict morphine dose. [39] The postmenstrual age (PMA) with a unit of weeks was introduced to describe the growth changes in central clearance. In Equation 2, The TM$_{50}$ denotes half-life for maturation of clearance and Hill$_{CL}$ denotes steepness of clearance maturation.

\[ PMA = 40 + AGE \times 52 \]

\[ Hill_{CL} = 3.58; \ TM_{50} = 58.1 \]

\[ C_L_i = C_{L_{pop}} \left( \frac{WT}{70} \right)^{0.75} \frac{1}{1 + \left( \frac{PMA}{TM_{50}} \right)^{-Hill_{CL}}} e^{\eta_k} \]

(Eq. 2)

The determination of adding other covariate effects was judged on the log-likelihood ratio test (LRT) using an automatic procedure of stepwise covariates modeling (SCM), by initializing
LRT threshold values in the “Model Building” module of Monolix. Specifically, the stepwise forward addition was carried out with the statistical criteria of log-likelihood $P < 0.05$ followed by a backward elimination process with $P < 0.01$. [40] The age effects on other PK parameters were modeled with a power law relationship normalized to 30 years. In Equation 3, $\theta$ denotes the population parameters, and $\eta$ denotes the random effects).

$$
\text{COV} = \log t_{AGE} = \log \left( \frac{AGE}{30} \right)
$$

$$
\log(\theta_i) = \log(\theta_{pop}) + \beta_{COV} \times COV + \eta
$$

$$
\theta_i = \theta_{pop} \times \left( \frac{AGE}{30} \right)^{\beta_{COV}} \times e^\eta
$$

(Eq. 3)

The dichotomous CATs were modeled with exponential function coded with zero for a dosage of 6 mg as well as the IM route (the reference group) and one for a high dosage of 12 mg as well as IN route (Eq.4). Considering the mechanic plausibility, we only assessed the route effect on diamorphine absorption.

$$
CAT_1 = 0, \text{if route = IM}; \ CAT_1 = 1, \text{if route = IN}
$$

$$
CAT_2 = 0, \text{if dosage = 6mg}; \ CAT_2 = 1, \text{if dosage = 12mg}
$$

$$
\log(\theta_i) = \log(\theta_{pop}) + \beta_{CAT} + \eta
$$

$$
\theta_i = \theta_{pop} \times e^{\beta_{CAT}} \times e^\eta
$$

(Eq.4)
Following a similar approach as for the covariates search, significant correlations between random effects were added to the model according to the Pearson correlation tests. Finally, the appropriate error models were applied to fit residual unexplained variability (RUV) between observations and individual predictions for each drug.

2.4 Model Evaluation

2.4.1 Internal Validation

The goodness-of-fit (GOF) for structural modeling was assessed based on the drop in corrected Bayesian information criteria (dBICc), which are derived from the objective function value (OFV) expressed as $-2 \times \log$-likelihood. Graphical evaluations include GOF diagnostic plots such as model-predicted population (PRED) and individual concentration (IPRED) versus observed concentration (OBS) and density distribution of the normalized population (NPDE) as well as individual weighted residuals (IWRES). During the expropriative modeling process, model selection criteria to assess overall fit were guided by the following aspects: the mechanistic plausibility and utility, the drop in BICc for non-nested models, the minimum OFV determined via importance sampling for nested models, the visual diagnostics plots, and the precision of parameter estimates judged by %RSE.[41]

The predictive performance of the final pop-PK models was evaluated by visual predictive check (VPC) plots constructed by 1000 simulations derived from the original index dataset. To reduce the impact of areas with sparse data, the observed and simulated PK data were automatically grouped in multiple bins over successive time intervals based on the optimized least-
squares binning criteria.[42] Additionally, we reported the shrinkage for the distribution of the individual PK parameters.

2.4.2 External Validation

The robustness of model extrapolation was also assessed by external verification of observed and predicted PK parameters in adults after IM dosing [32] and children after IN dosing [33]. The intranasal administrations were simulated with 5 replicates for 1000 virtual subjects at the same time point sampled in clinical studies using the population parameters (both fixed and random effects including covariates) estimated by Monolix. The span of ages and body weights for the virtual adult population (24-39 years, 43-85 kg) and virtual pediatric population (4-13 years, 19-59 kg) were restricted to the range of PK study participants who contributed to the measured data. Given the developmental relationship between age and body weight in children, all virtual pediatric subjects were created using the Simcyp® simulator (v22, Certara) population module. Morphine exposures (area under the plasma concentration-time curve; AUC) were computed by integrating the concentration profile from the start to the end of the observation period (Appendix A).

The fold-error (observed/predicted ratio, $R_{\text{pred/obs}}$) and average fold error (AFE) of morphine $C_{\text{max}}$ and $\text{AUC}_{0-t}$ were calculated (Eq.5). A two-fold error range (within 0.5–2-fold range) was used for the evaluating $R_{\text{pred/obs}}$ for PK parameters. [43]

$$ \frac{\text{ratio}_{\text{pred/obs}}}{\text{Predicted PK parameter}} = \frac{\text{Observed PK parameter}}{\text{log}(\text{fold error})} $$

$$ AFE = 10^{\frac{\sum \text{log}(\text{fold error})}{N}} $$

(Eq.5)
Additionally, for the pediatric simulation, we also assessed the mean plasma concentration-time profile of morphine observed within 1 hour from children administered with IND 0.1 mg/kg. To match the PK sampling time point, the morphine concentrations were simulated at 0.033, 0.087, 0.167, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 hour.

**2.5 Dosing Regimen Simulations**

An adult population (18-65 years), as well as four representative pediatric populations, were created using the Simcyp® simulator (v22, Certara) population module to match the FDA Pediatrics Exclusivity Study Age Groups (baby infants: 1 month – 6 month, infants: 1 month – 2 years, children: 2 – 12 years and adolescents: 12 – 16 years).[44] The morphine concentration-time curves for 12 hours were simulated with 5 replicates in 5000 virtual pediatric subjects (1000 subjects per age group). The subjects were generated based on the default Caucasian population, with the female proportion setting of 0. To mimic the clinical usage of injectable diamorphine for acute pain, three doses of intranasal diamorphine were repeated every four hours. Simulations from the developed Pop-PK model were used to devise an optimal pediatric intranasal dosing scheme that targeted comparable morphine exposures (AUC_{0-t}) and the steady-state maximum concentrations (C_{ss,max}) to healthy adults.
3.0 Results

3.1 Study Subjects Characteristics

For this analysis, PK data were collected from 10 male volunteers with a history of heroin use, resulting in a total of 385 observations across 28 treatment sessions. Table 2 provided the overall demographic information for each treatment group. The treatment of 6 mg dosing of diamorphine accounts for 71.4% representing 0.07–0.09 mg/kg which is close to the clinical usage of diamorphine hydrochloride nasal spray (freeze-dried powder, Ayendi) in breakthrough pain. Besides, all subjects received a minimum of three consecutive days of negative tests to assure they are opioid-free.

Table 2. Characteristics of study subjects for pop-PK analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment Group</th>
<th>IN 6 mg</th>
<th>IN 12 mg</th>
<th>IM 6 mg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Subjects (%)</td>
<td>10 (35.7%)</td>
<td>10 (35.7%)</td>
<td>8 (28.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>72.16 [60.4-81.4]</td>
<td>72.16 [60.4-81.4]</td>
<td>73.19 [60.4-81.4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT1 = 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10 (35.7%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT2 = 1</td>
<td>20 (35.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuous variables are given as median (range), and categorical variables as number (percent). The influence of dosage amounts (CAT1) and administration route (CAT2) were tested in the stepwise covariates modeling. IM, intramuscular route group, IN, intranasal route group.
3.2 Pop-PK Model Development

3.2.1 Structure Modeling Results

A schematic representation of the final PK structural model was presented in Figure 2. The concentration-time profiles DIAM and MAM were best described with the one-compartment model (CPT\textsubscript{1} and CPT\textsubscript{2}) while the MOR data fitted better with the two-compartment model (CPT\textsubscript{3} and CPT\textsubscript{3p}). For the parametrization of unidentifiable central volume for metabolites, the inclusion of only morphine central volume (V\textsubscript{3}) attained the minimum BICc. This four-compartment sequential PK disposition model thus assumed the MAM central volume was equal to diamorphine.
volume \((V_1 = V_2)\). The straightforward first-order absorption model without lag time was demonstrated as best fitting for both IND and IMD. When we separately estimated the absorption rate constant \((K_a)\) for the two administration routes, there were minor differences, and the estimation of a common \(K_a\) improved the model fit. Transit models for absorption and metabolite formation were also investigated but did not improve the model fit with minor differences in BICc. Attempts to fit a more complex model, such as the six-compartment model utilized by Rook et al., yielded poor estimation or unstable convergence.[28]

As body weight is a size scaler that is presumed to affect all PK parameters, it was incorporated into our base model through a nested allometric scaling function. The theory-based allometric relationships of rate constant, clearance, and volume were characterized using the fixed exponents on standardized 70 kg WT with -0.25, 0.75, and 1, respectively. Although the allometric scaling model with WT only led to a trivial improvement of the model fit (dBICc = 2.3), its primary objective was to prepare the model for extrapolation to the pediatric population. Estimation of the allometric exponents worsen fitting results, as the precision of parameter estimation decreased. Meanwhile, to incorporate developmental changes associated with age, morphine clearance was combined with a well-established maturation function.

### 3.2.2 Statistical Modeling Results

The automatic stepwise covariates modeling did not identify other significant covariate effects. This suggested diamorphine absorption and disposition were not dosage dependent, which confirmed the mechanistic plausibility of our model structure with linear kinetics. It also revealed that the absorption constant rate is not influenced by administration route (CAT2). The parameterization of between-occasion variability (BOV) within each volunteer resulted in either
unsuccessful minimization or highly imprecise parameter estimates. Thus, for random effects, each treatment session was assumed to represent one “model subject” to only assess between-subject variability (BSV). Moreover, the introduction of a correlation coefficient between random effects for \( K_a \) and \( V_1 \) greatly improved the model performance (dBICc = 10.8). The most effective way to account for residual unexplained variability (RUV) in observed plasma concentration was through the use of proportional residual error models, which effectively captured assay variability and errors in sample timing.

3.2.3 Parameter Estimates Results

All population estimates of our final model are presented in Table 3, indicating that parameter precisions were generally acceptable with \( \% \text{RSE} < 30\% \) for fixed effects and \( \% \text{RSE} < 50\% \) for random effects. The individual variability was supported for all PK parameters by our model to evaluate the BSV in diamorphine PK. The final model estimated the relative bioavailability for IND as 52\% (IQR: 50\%-59\%) compared to IMD, with an absorption half-life of approximately 13.7 minutes. The population parameter variabilities for \( K_a \) (BSV = 0.61) and diamorphine volumes (BSV = 0.48) are still considerable despite the inclusion of their positive correlation (corr_\( V_1 \_K_a \)) as well as the allometric scaling of WT. A relatively high BSV was associated with bioavailability for IND absorption (BSV = 0.57) but no covariates available were found to explain this. The estimated metabolic transfer rate constant (\( K_{12} \)) of diamorphine was found to be similar to that of 6-monoacetylmorphine (\( K_{23} \)), with both exceeding 100 h\(^{-1}\), indicating rapid elimination from the central compartment, which represents plasma and highly perfused tissues.
Table 3. Population Pharmacokinetic parameter estimates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PK Parameters [units]</th>
<th>Estimation (RSE%)</th>
<th>BSV (RSE%)</th>
<th>Shrinkage (%)</th>
<th>Median [IQR]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_a$ [h$^{-1}$ per 70 kg]</td>
<td>3.04 (12.9)</td>
<td>0.609 (16.1)</td>
<td>-1.85</td>
<td>3.70 [1.67-4.63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{5a}$ [per 70 kg]</td>
<td>0.519 (13.6)</td>
<td>0.568 (27.2)</td>
<td>-3.55</td>
<td>0.532 [0.504-0.592]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_1$ [L/per 70 kg] ($=V_2$)</td>
<td>8.21 (28.9)</td>
<td>0.478 (21.8)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>9.43 [5.17-12.5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_3$ [L/per 70 kg]</td>
<td>32.5 (13.5)</td>
<td>0.279 (33.5)</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>34.3 [29.8-38.7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{12}$ [h$^{-1}$/per 70 kg]</td>
<td>103 (23.5)</td>
<td>0.400 (30.9)</td>
<td>-7.19</td>
<td>102 [83.6-127]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{23}$ [h$^{-1}$/per 70 kg]</td>
<td>106 (23.3)</td>
<td>0.295 (30.1)</td>
<td>-10.6</td>
<td>100 [91.6-115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{3p}$ [h$^{-1}$/per 70 kg]</td>
<td>24.2 (14.1)</td>
<td>-0.448</td>
<td>23.9 [23.3-24.6]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{p3}$ [h$^{-1}$/per 70 kg]</td>
<td>2.69 (14.3)</td>
<td>0.385 (29.6)</td>
<td>-9.00</td>
<td>3.07 [2.14-3.42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL [L/h/per 70 kg]</td>
<td>132 (19.0)</td>
<td>0.297 (36.7)</td>
<td>-9.98</td>
<td>139 [123-164]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corr$_{V_1-K_a}$</td>
<td>0.854 (23.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUV$_1$</td>
<td>0.430 (12.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUV$_2$</td>
<td>0.215 (8.34)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUV$_3$</td>
<td>0.236 (6.74)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Median and interquartile range (IQR) and shrinkage were computed from conditional distribution using Monolix default Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) convergence assessment. The relative standard error (RSE) was obtained from the Fisher Information Matrix via stochastic approximation. Fixed effects of parameter estimates and random effects of between-subject variability (BSV) were computed using the Stochastic Approximation Expectation-Maximization (SAEM) algorithm.

Abbreviations: $K$, intercompartment rate constant. $V$, central compartment volume. $F_{5a}$, bioavailability for intranasal diamorphine. RUV, residual unexplained variability with proportional error model. DIAM, diamorphine. MAM, 6-monoacetylmorphine; MOR, morphine.
3.3 Pop-PK Model Evaluation

3.3.1 Internal Validation

Diagnostic goodness-of-fit plots (Figure 3) for the population predictions (PRED) versus observations (OBS) indicated that there is no major bias in the population component. Likewise, individual predictions (IPRED) versus OBS demonstrated that the structural model should be useful to the majority of individuals with less than 10% of outliers in our final model. In Figure 4, the comparison between the empirical residual distribution and the theoretical Gaussian distribution shows a good overlay, indicating no significant misspecification in our structural and residual error models. Noticeably, the conditional distribution was utilized to obtain random samples for IPRED and IWRED graphical diagnostics, as well as shrinkage computation for individual parameters (Table 3), to circumvent the potential bias in the original data. The low shrinkage demonstrated the individual parameters (EBEs) were precisely estimated.
Figure 3. Assessment of the structural model by predictions versus observations for population (left) and individual (right) model for diamorphine (a), 6-monoacetylmorphine (b), and morphine concentration (c). The individual model is based on conditional distribution.
Figure 4. The empirical distribution plots of the residuals including the IWRES (left), and the NPDEs (right) using cumulative distribution function (CDF, below) and probability density function (PDF, upper) for diamorphine (a), 6-monoacetylmorphine (b), and morphine concentration (c). IWRES, individual weighted residuals. NPDE, normalized prediction distribution errors.
Figure 5 displays the prediction-corrected visual predictive checks (pc-VPC), which indicate that our sequential pop-PK model provides a reasonable prediction for observed DIAM, MAM, and MOR concentrations. This is demonstrated by the acceptable overlay of the median, 5th percentile, and 95th percentile of OBS within the 90% predictive intervals for the corresponding percentiles of the simulated data. Despite its overall reasonable predictive performance, the final model tended to underpredict observed diamorphine concentrations in the early sampling time bins (0-0.12h) and M6M concentrations in late time bins (0.6-1.5h), as illustrated in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. Additionally, the NPDE residual distribution (empirical vs. theoretical) for MAM indicated mild misspecification, as shown in Figure 4b.

These limitations may be attributed to the challenge of simultaneously modeling three drug components and the limited availability of measured data to explain the high between-subject variability (BSV) observed in the two precursor drugs. Nonetheless, the model was able to accurately simulate the time course of morphine concentrations, reproducing both the central trend and variability observed in the original dataset (Figure 5c). Consequently, in the next stage, we only evaluated morphine concentration which is more correlated to analgesic effects.
Figure 5. prediction-corrected Visual predictive checking (pc-VPC) plots for diamorphine (a), 6-monoacetylmorphine (b), and morphine concentration (c) of the final pop-PK models. The gray points represent the observed data of concentration in nM or nmol/L. The solid gray lines represent the 5th, 50th, and 95th of empirical percentiles for the observations. The shaded areas represent the 90% confidence (predictive) interval of the 5th, 50th (reddish color), and 95th percentiles of the simulated data.

3.3.2 External Validation

Table 4 presents the observed and predicted PK parameters of external datasets consisting of 4 treatment schemes. All PK parameters were predicted within the two-fold error range, showing acceptable prediction with average fold errors of 0.95 (range: 0.70-1.31) for C\text{max} and 0.80 (range: 0.71-0.91) for AUC\text{0-t}. In addition, the validity of the model extrapolation was further confirmed by the VPC shown in Figure 6, which demonstrates successful prediction of morphine time-concentration profile within 1 hour in children aged 4-13 years following intranasal dosing with 0.1 mg/kg in the A&E department.
### Table 4. Observed and predicted PK parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>C&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt; (µmol/L)</th>
<th>AUC&lt;sub&gt;0-t&lt;/sub&gt; (µmol.min/L)</th>
<th>R&lt;sub&gt;pred/obs&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>Predicted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD, Adults [32]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181 µmol</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>366 µmol</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548 µmol</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IND, Children [33]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 mg/kg</td>
<td>0.0361</td>
<td>0.0353</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Average Fold Errors (AFE)**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>Predicted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The observed PK parameters are the mean values from 6 adult subjects injected with intramuscular diamorphine (IMD) and the median value from 12 pediatric subjects treated with intranasal diamorphine (IND). The predicted values were obtained accordingly under 5 simulations to calculate the fold errors (observed/predicted ratio, R<sub>pred/obs</sub>).
Figure 6. Visual predictive checking (VPC) using pediatric data. The solid blue point represents the mean observation from children extracted from Kidd. et al. [33] The solid black line represents the simulated median concentration. The shaded orange area represents a 95% prediction interval.

3.4 PK-guided Dose Optimizations

The boxplots in Figure 7a compared simulated morphine AUC_{0-12h} in 5000 virtual subjects across 5 age groups receiving the current diamorphine weight-normalized dose (0.1 mg/kg). The median exposures of the reference adult group (AUC_{0-12h}) achieved 75 μg.h/L (IQR: 56.8-89.6 μg.h/L) which is concordant with the 70 μg.h/L (AUC_{0-10h}) reported by Morse et. al. [23] In general,
all pediatric median exposures fell within the interquartile range (IQR) of referenced adult exposures. However, a statistical difference in pediatric median exposures was observed when compared to the referenced exposures based on 5 simulations. Specifically, the baby infants achieved higher AUC$_{0-12h}$ values while other age groups did not achieve the referenced exposure level (Figure 7a).

Therefore, we proposed a new dosage regimen of IND for each age group to target a similar exposure level, as summarized in Table 5. Application of this optimal dosing strategy towards the same study subjects resulted in the pediatric median exposures comparable to the adults, as shown in Figure 7b (median differences < 2 μg.h/L). The optimized dosing regimen also led to more than 90% of children achieving therapeutic window C$_{ss,\text{max}}$ between 10-20 μg/L to exhibit analgesic effects.

Table 5. Optimal dosage scheme and characteristics of virtual populations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Baby infants (BINF)</th>
<th>Infants (INF)</th>
<th>Children (CHI)</th>
<th>Adolescents (ADO)</th>
<th>Referenced Adults (REF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Postnatal Age</td>
<td>1 – 6 month</td>
<td>6 month – 2 years</td>
<td>2 – 12 years</td>
<td>12 – 18 years</td>
<td>18 – 65 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Weight (kg)</td>
<td>5.8 (4.8 – 6.8)</td>
<td>11.13 (9.5 – 12.9)</td>
<td>22.3 (17.7 – 28.6)</td>
<td>27.6 (18.5 – 44.9)</td>
<td>80.2 (71.6 – 88.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IND Dosage (mg/kg)</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Representative virtual subjects across different age bands was created in Simcyp (Certara, v22) Population Module. The pediatric dosing was optimized to target comparable morphine exposures to adults. Weight is given as the median (interquartile range). IND, intranasal diamorphine.
Figure 7. The comparison of simulated morphine exposure under the current dosage regimen (a) and the optimized dosage strategy proposed in this study (b). The solid red line represents the interquartile range of referenced adult exposures treated with weighted-standardized dosage (0.1 mg/kg IND). The boxplots of simulated $\text{AUC}_{0-12h}$ were computed for 1000 virtual subjects for each age group in Table 5 (BINF, baby infants, INF, infants, CHI, children, ADO, adolescents, REF, referenced adults).
4.0 Discussion

In this study, we collected and analyzed the publicly available Pharmacokinetics data in subjects receiving low-dosage diamorphine across two routes of administration (IM and IN) over a twofold range of doses. An integrated pop-PK model was developed to describe the concentration-time profiles of diamorphine, 6-monoacetylmorphine, and morphine. The external verification by the average fold errors of PK parameters as well as C-T profiles supported the predictive utility of model extrapolation. Optimal pediatric dosages were derived using a simulation-based and PK-guided methodology for four broadly representative pediatric populations across different age groups.

4.1 The usefulness of our Pop-PK model

The PKs of diamorphine, 6-monoacetylmorphine, and morphine were best captured by a joint four-compartment linear model. The model estimated the IND relative bioavailability to be ~ 52% (95% CI: 50%-59.2%) and uncovered a similar first-order absorption behavior for IM injection and IN delivery with 13.6 min of absorption half-life. This agreed with the reported 50% bioavailability according to traditional non-compartmental analysis. [29,31,33] The addition of categorical covariate of administration route (CAT2) on the weight-normalized absorption rate constant (Ka) did not lead to a statistically significant difference in model fit. Nonetheless, a high BSV was associated with Ka, which might explain the underprediction observed in the early
absorption phase shown by VPC inspection (Figure 5a). Identification of additional sources of unknown variability can future improve the predictive performance of the current model.

Previous research suggested that (acetyl)-metabolites are barely recovered in the urine and morphine and its glucuronide metabolites of M3G and M6G are the major detectable forms. [45-47] This explains the reason why we discarded the renal excretion of DIAM and MAM and we assumed their central volumes are equal. The intermediate metabolite, MAM, is not directly administered and any combination of biotransformation rate (K_{12} and K_{23}) in the model structure is sufficient to fit PK data. Thus, the estimation of unidentifiable MAM volumes (V_2) would pose a challenge to model fitting as any change in superfluous V_2 can be offset by adjusting other parameters.

The possibility of saturation of metabolism was not considered due to the widespread distribution of various esterases that are abundant in the human body. Besides, the administration of a small dose of diamorphine is less likely to result in saturation metabolism. Therefore, our model described a mono-exponential decline of rapidly metabolized precursors (DIAM and MAM) observed in concentration-time curves. The estimated metabolic conversion half-life for deacetylation was 0.4 minutes. It refers to the biotransformation rate by hydrolysis that occurs in the central circulatory system and is carried out by the butyrylcholinesterase (BChE) in erythrocytes and human carboxylesterase (hCES) in hepatocytes (Figure 1).[48] [49] These enzymes are fully functional at birth, and thus no maturation function is required.[23] Rook et. al employed a two-compartment model to estimate a system biotransformation half-life (~2-4 min) in both central and peripheral tissues. [28] Intriguingly, this is consistent with the findings of Salmon et. al [49] and Kim et. al [50] that BChE and hCES are the primary perpetrators of diamorphine deacetylation. In other words, the peripheral esterase might represent a slow-
metabolizing enzyme in the context of diamorphine deacetylation. Moreover, no significant relationship between dosage amount and the PK parameters was found, indicating that the structure design of linear kinetics should be reasonable mathematically and mechanically. However, the current “dosage-independent” finding is only feasible for the diamorphine usages of low dosage, as the available data is limited.

Albeit we incorporated reported population PK parameters of diamorphine and morphine as prior information using the Bayesian approach, the final model presented some differences in estimated values compared to the only published pop-PK analysis of diamorphine [28]. Attempts to fix parts of population estimates did not improve model fit and generate less reliable estimates. It is possible that the discrepancies stem from differences in model structure, quantification limits based on varying analytical methods (GC/MS vs. LC-MS/MS), and vastly different dosage amounts of the study medication used (with a dosage ratio of 10-50 times). It is still worth noting that our model is more applicable to the medical use of intranasal diamorphine for pain management, rather than the heroin-assisted treatment prescribed for opioid addicts, which requires much larger dosing. Furthermore, the state-of-the-art SAEM algorithm we adopted is superior to the traditional first-order approaches, like FOCE-I (First-order conditional estimation with interaction) which is of concern to generating biased estimates of random effects. [41]

All typical values of PK parameters of the final model are standardized by WT 70 kg whilst a model capturing the maturation of renal function was used to characterize the overall clearance of the morphine.[39] Our estimated morphine central volumes (32.5 L) are consistent with reported population estimates (46.8 L) [51]. The seemingly high estimated values of CL (132 L/h) represented the sum of hepatic and renal elimination, which is also concordant with the apparent clearance reported in children. [39] Moreover, the external verification confirmed the usefulness
to predict important PK parameters when extrapolating our model to population outside the study group (from adults to children) and outside the study dosing (from low to high dosage). Particularly, the simulated morphine concentration-time profile closely resembled the observed clinical data from children given by IND dosing 0.1 mg/kg [33]. This provides additional evidence of the utility of our model in PK prediction for pediatric breakthrough pain management.

4.2 Simulation-based and PK-guided dosage optimization

The area under the curve (AUC) is a commonly used metric to determine the optimal pediatric dosage, as it is directly correlated with the average concentration level over the exposure period. This approach has been applied to guide pediatric dosing for various drugs, including nalbuphine[52], vancomycin[53], olanzapine[54], and metoclopramide[55], etc. The current intranasal diamorphine dose regimen of 0.1 mg/kg resulted in a significant difference in morphine AUC0-t observed in all age groups compared to the adult group. Simulation by single intranasal diamorphine was then used to target comparable morphine exposures in all age groups. The utilization of model-based simulation methodology to investigate the dose-exposure-response relationship is favored by drug regulatory bodies. Thus, we recommended an initial dose of 0.12-0.125 mg/kg for infants, children, and adolescents, and a lower initial dose of 0.085 mg/kg for infants under one month of age. The dose titration process should be carried out based on the changing experience of pain and analgesia in children.

The dosages recommended by the optimized dosing strategy (Table 6) were found to be concordant with the standard of care used in the Emergency Department, ranging from 0.1 mg/kg with a 20% variability. [11] However, due to the unknown nasal anatomy development in infants,
the intranasal dosage prediction for this age group remains speculative, and further research is warranted. Morse et al. developed an age-related dosage strategy for children, but they only utilized established population compartment models with a scaling and maturation function. [23]

We developed a new pop-PK model using the IND data, which allowed us to estimate the previously unknown intranasal absorption parameter ($K_a$, $F$) and updated other PK disposition parameters. Our modeling work enabled us to introduce reasonable individual parameter distributions with small shrinkage values to yield confident predictions of the concentration-time curves. Furthermore, the virtual pediatric populations we created have a range of weights and ages, instead of the representative with standard covariates, to better replicate real-world conditions for conducting clinical simulations.

4.3 Limitations and Future

Our study has several limitations. First, females were excluded from the pharmacometrics analysis, which may limit the generalizability of our findings. This exclusion was due to the biased recruitment of study participants for PK data collection, and future studies should aim to recruit a more representative sample. Additionally, the limited PK data and missing clinically relevant covariates such as genotype information of esterase and concomitant drug usage may have reduced the power and ability to detect covariate relationships. This could have contributed to the high BSV estimates of some population parameters ($K_a$, $K_{12}$, and $V_1$) and the anticipated bias in the predicted concentrations of two morphine precursors. Thirdly, the current model did not include the morphine metabolites, which could have led to an overestimated morphine central clearance and corresponding underpredicted exposures, as shown by the low $R_{pred/obs}$ of AUC_{0-1} (Table 4).
Integration of PK data of M3G and M6G metabolites in future studies could extend the model and improve the understanding of the maturation relationship between renal clearance and age.

Albeit these limitations, the existing population models did not reveal the significant impacts of sex and cocaine or alcohol abuse on diamorphine PK. [28] Also, our model was able to simulate the expected dose-exposure relationship in the target population, as confirmed by external evaluation, despite the limited sample size of the model development dataset.

Lastly, it should be noted that the proposed dosage adjustment based solely on body weight and age may not fully capture the dynamic changes in organ maturation rates, blood flow, body composition, and the ontogeny of drug elimination and transport mechanisms. Physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models can provide a more mechanistic framework that considers these factors and enable a more rational extrapolation across different pediatric age groups. [56] Nevertheless, the current study offers an initial exploration based on observed clinical PK information, which translates data into knowledge with respect to diamorphine nasal spray and characterized the relevant statistical elements for further assessment. Our pharmacometric analysis kept the mind of developing useful models that are “fit-for-purpose” to provide insights into optimal dosage selection.

In next stage, integration of more preclinical PK information (e.g., in vitro hCES kinetics) and clinical PD data (e.g., pupillometry and pain scores) into PBPK modeling would be beneficial. Meanwhile, as part of the "Learn and Confirm" cycle in drug development following clinical trial simulations [57], future studies into diamorphine can be designed in fewer children to confirm or improve the uncertain aspects of the current model using a sparse sampling technique to quantify important metabolites. This approach could help minimize the potential harm and further optimize
the dosing strategy for different pediatric age groups and improve the accuracy of predictions made by the model.
5.0 Conclusions

Overall, the developed pop-PK model provided valuable insights into the pharmacokinetics of diamorphine, 6-monoacetylmorphine, and morphine in adults following intranasal administration. The utilization of population modeling has enhanced the estimation of parameters and variability by identifying covariates that contribute to the variability. Specially, the pharmacometrics analysis indicated that the relative bioavailability of intranasal diamorphine is approximately 50% compared to intramuscular delivery with a similar absorption mode. Moreover, our model was found to be applicable in extrapolating to children based on body weight allometry and renal function maturation, as confirmed by external evaluation. Finally, the simulation from the final model was used to develop an optimal weight-based dosage regimen for children of different ages. This dosing scheme could serve as a useful guide for the development of future safety and efficacy studies to promote the appropriate use of intranasal diamorphine in children with breakthrough pain.
Appendix A MXtran code for final pop-PK model

[POPULATION]

DEFINITION: ;;; Prior information using Bayesian Method

F_pop = {distribution=logitNormal, typical=0.5, sd=1}
V1_pop = {distribution=logNormal, typical=58.8, sd=1}
CL_pop = {distribution=logNormal, typical=71.05, sd=1}
V3_pop = {distribution=logNormal, typical=136, sd=1}

[COVARIATE]

input = {AGE, WT}

EQUATION:

logtWT = log(WT/70)
logtWT_0 = log((WT/70)^-0.25)
PMA = 40+AGE*52
Maturation = log(1/(1+(58.1/PMA)^3.58))

logtWT_1 = log((WT/70)^0.75)

[INDIVIDUAL]

input = {V1_pop, omega_V1, k12_pop, omega_k12, k23_pop, omega_k23, k34_pop, omega_k34, k43_pop, omega_k43, ka1_pop, omega_ka1, F_pop, omega_F, logtWT, beta_V1_logtWT, logtWT_0, beta_k43_logtWT_0, beta_k34_logtWT_0, beta_k23_logtWT_0, beta_k12_logtWT_0, beta_ka1_logtWT_0, corr_ka1_V1, CL_pop, omega_CL, Maturation, beta_CL_Maturation, logtWT_1, beta_CL_logtWT_1, V3_pop, omega_V3, beta_V3_logtWT}

DEFINITION:
V1 = \{distribution=logNormal, typical=V1\_pop, covariate=logtWT, coefficient=beta\_V1\_logtWT, sd=omega\_V1\}\n
k12 = \{distribution=logNormal, typical=k12\_pop, covariate=logtWT\_0, coefficient=beta\_k12\_logtWT\_0, sd=omega\_k12\}\n
k23 = \{distribution=logNormal, typical=k23\_pop, covariate=logtWT\_0, coefficient=beta\_k23\_logtWT\_0, sd=omega\_k23\}\n
k34 = \{distribution=logNormal, typical=k34\_pop, covariate=logtWT\_0, coefficient=beta\_k34\_logtWT\_0, sd=omega\_k34\}\n
k43 = \{distribution=logNormal, typical=k43\_pop, covariate=logtWT\_0, coefficient=beta\_k43\_logtWT\_0, sd=omega\_k43\}\n
ka1 = \{distribution=logNormal, typical=ka1\_pop, covariate=logtWT\_0, coefficient=beta\_ka1\_logtWT\_0, sd=omega\_ka1\}\n
F = \{distribution=logitNormal, typical=F\_pop, sd=omega\_F\}\n
CL = \{distribution=logNormal, typical=CL\_pop, covariate=\{Maturation, logtWT\_1\}, coefficient=\{beta\_CL\_Maturation, beta\_CL\_logtWT\_1\}, sd=omega\_CL\}\n
V3 = \{distribution=logNormal, typical=V3\_pop, covariate=logtWT, coefficient=beta\_V3\_logtWT, sd=omega\_V3\}\n
correlation = \{level=id, r(ka1, V1)=corr\_ka1\_V1\}\n
[LONGITUDINAL]\n
input = \{b1, b2, b3\}\n
;;;\n
input = \{ka1, F, V1, V3, k12, k23, k34, k43, CL\}\n
PK:\n
depot(type = 1, target=A1, ka = ka1, p = 1) ;IM depot compartment (reference)\n
depot(type = 2,target=A1, ka = ka1, p = F) ;IN depot compartment
EQUATION:
odeType = stiff

t_0 = 0
A1_0 = 0 ; A1 = amount of parent drug in central compartment

A2_0 = 0 ; A2 = amount of 6MAM in central compartment

A3_0 = 0 ; A3 = amount of MOR in central compartment
A4_0 = 0 ; A4 = amount of MOR in Peripheral compartment

k30 = CL/V3

;;; DIAM
ddt_A1 = - k12*A1

;;; 6-AM
ddt_A2 = k12*A1 - k23*A2

;;; MOR
ddt_A3 = k23*A2 + k43*A4 - k34*A3 - k30*A3
ddt_A4 = -k43*A4 + k34*A3

C1 = A1/V1
C2 = A2/V1
C3 = A3/V3

;======;Calculation of AUC
AUC1\_0 = 0
AUC2\_0 = 0
AUC3\_0 = 0

ddt\_AUC1 = C1
ddt\_AUC2 = C2
ddt\_AUC3 = C3

OUTPUT:
output = \{C1,C2,C3\}
table=\{AUC1, AUC2, AUC3\}

DEFINITION:
y1 = \{distribution=normal, prediction=C1, errorModel=proportional(b1)\}
y2 = \{distribution=normal, prediction=C2, errorModel=proportional(b2)\}
y3 = \{distribution=normal, prediction=C3, errorModel=proportional(b3)\}
Appendix B Initial Estimates (IE) for the final pop-PK model

Table S1 Initial estimates (IE) for parameter estimation in Monolix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PK Parameters [units]</th>
<th>Population value (Estimation Mode)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (Estimation Mode)</th>
<th>ETA-Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_a$ [h$^{-1}$ per 70 kg]</td>
<td>3.27 (MLE) 1 (MLE)</td>
<td>log-normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{%a}$ [per 70 kg]</td>
<td>0.49 (Bayesian, sd=1) 1 (MLE)</td>
<td>logit-normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_1$ [L/per 70 kg]</td>
<td>9.61 (Bayesian, sd=1) 1 (MLE)</td>
<td>log-normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_3$ [L/per 70 kg] (= $V_2$)</td>
<td>28.55 (Bayesian, sd=1) 1 (MLE)</td>
<td>log-normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{12}$ [h$^{-1}$/per 70 kg]</td>
<td>87.55 (MLE) 1 (MLE)</td>
<td>log-normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{23}$ [h$^{-1}$/per 70 kg]</td>
<td>90.42 (MLE) 1 (MLE)</td>
<td>log-normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{3p}$ [h$^{-1}$/per 70 kg]</td>
<td>22.55 (MLE) 1 (MLE)</td>
<td>log-normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{p3}$ [h$^{-1}$/per 70 kg]</td>
<td>2.89 (MLE) 1 (MLE)</td>
<td>log-normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL [L/h/per 70 kg]</td>
<td>108.45 (MLE) 1 (MLE)</td>
<td>log-normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$corr_{V_1-K_a}$</td>
<td>0.78 (MLE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RUV_1$</td>
<td>0.412 (MLE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RUV_2$</td>
<td>0.093 (MLE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RUV_3$</td>
<td>0.237 (MLE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MLE, maximum likelihood estimation; Bayesian approach, maximum a posterior estimation. ETA, the random effects of population values following the distribution model with the mean (0) and corresponding standard deviation (sd), i.e., the between-subject variability (BSV).

$K$, intercompartment rate constant. $V$, central compartment volume. $F\%$, bioavailability for intranasal diamorphine. $RUV$, residual unexplained variability with proportional error model. DIAM, diamorphine; MAM, 6-monoacetylmorphine; MOR, morphine.
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